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Movkit Mobile Video Converter, which can easily convert most popular video formats such
as AVI, MPG, MOV,QT, WMV, ASF,DAT, VOB, RMVB, RM, MP4, MKV, OGM and so on into
portable video device formats including Sony PSP, Apple iPod, iPhone, MS Zune, PDA,
Pocket PC, Archos, Creative Zen, MP4 Player with high speed and quality, is one of the best
video and audio format converters in the market.

In order to let the new users operate it quickly, the software provides beautiful and explicit
interface. And there are varieties of pre-settings, which allow the users to finish the job that
may require a couple of hours in just a few minutes. Additionally, the powerful functions like
Magic Preview and Batch Converting Mode are in-built.

Main Functions

3GP Video Converter
It is a nice Mobile Converter which can convert popular formats like AVI, MPG, MOV, QT,
WMV, ASF, DAT, VOB, RMVB, RM, MP4, MKV and OGM to 3GPP, 3GPP2 formats,
contained in the famous mobile phones, like Nokia, Motorola, Blackberry and so on.

Pocket PC Video Converter
Converts the popular video formats to the most suitable WMV formats for the Pocket PC,
compresses the file-size and keeps the high quality of video as well as the fluency of playing.

PDA Video Converter
Besides the 3GP Converter, the software is also an excellent converter for conversion from
popular video to the formats of PDA.

MP4 Video Converter
Other prevalent portable video device formats like iPod, iPhone, PSP, Zune, Archos, Portable
Media Player, MP4 player are also supported by the software.

Supports conversion of video to Real Player for s60, s80, s90, etc...
With this software, all popular video formats can be converted into Realplayer for mobile (RM
files).

Key Features

Doing the optimization for the mobile player, the software keeps high-quality playing in
the mobile devices while compressing the size of output files.

Magic Preview!
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A powerful feature, Magic Preview, enables the users to view the video before actual
conversion or during the process.

Batch Mode!
Batch converting mode joins many sole-conversions together, substantially decreases the
time of working.

Abundant settings in advance!
A large number of pre-settings allow you to minimize the routine and do the job that requires
hours in just a few minutes!
Stunning video and audio quality and exceedingly high speed.

Various options for the video adjustment!
Movkit Mobile Video Converters support clip/zoom/soften the video and video/audio
adjustments for MP4 files, such as video/audio sample rate, bit rate, video size, etc.

Auto Shutdown of computer!
It includes the option to automatically shutdown your computer when the conversion has been
completed.

Explicit and Simple Interface!
In order to let the new user operate the software quickly, it provides an explicit and simple
interface.

System Requirement

Windows 2000/2003/XP and Windows Vista;
1000MHz Intel or AMD CPU, or above;
512 MB RAM or more;
100 MB free hard disk space.
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